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The film stars debutant Raima Sen and Sandeep Kishan. Plot Vikram and his family visit a strange country called the USA for a vacation. On the first
day, they come across a road accident and find out that the injured people have been brought to the hospital. Vikram wants to visit them and asks his

cousin, Chutki to take them to the hospital, but Chutki refuses because she doesn't know how to drive a car. Vikram then goes to an agency called
Vehicles Unlimited where they offer to give him a driving license. Vikram sees his instructor, who reminds him of a bully at school and makes him
think that driving a car is also similar to driving a scooter. Then he goes to the hospital and finds out that one of the injured people is his classmate,
Aditi who is believed to be a bad girl, and he thinks that he cannot drive a car to meet her. Vikram argues with his cousin Chutki again and she tells

him to try the online classes of Vehicles Unlimited. Vikram starts his driving lessons and goes to meet his teacher which is the same person who
reminds him of a bully at school. His teacher and he argue about the driving lessons and finally he comes to know that his teacher is a drama queen. He

then drives and leaves for the hospital but he ends up in an accident and is arrested by the police. Chutki comes to rescue him and they are both
arrested. On seeing Aditi, Vikram and Chutki rush to Aditi's place where they meet the rest of the family. The next day, Vikram and Aditi have an
argument because he knows that she is the reason for the road accident and he leaves. Vikram runs into the same bully he met earlier. He was being

bullied by the bully for his driving lessons and now he is bullied by the bully for driving Aditi's car. Vikram complains to Aditi and she assures him that
she will never do anything wrong and leaves angrily. He then calls his teacher, who was angry with him for leaving, and the teacher advises him to find

out why Aditi left. Vikram goes to the department of education and learns that Aditi's father got Aditi to take the driving test for him, but she didn't
know how to drive. Vikram becomes angry at Aditi and tells her that she is no good, gets off the car and leaves. Aditi gets scared and calls her mother

and grandmother, who come to

Stream the full movie De Dana Dan online in HD on Disney+ Hotstar. It is a 2009 Hindi comedy film directed by Priyadarshan. The film is set in the
slums of Calcutta. The main character Rajeshwari (Vidya Balan) lives in a slum with her parents. One day, she finds out about her incredible

attractiveness and decides to use it. When she meets the millionaire Rajiv, Rajeshwari convinces him to believe in her beauty and fall in love even if he
cannot see her flaws. The film tells about the problems that Rajeshwari and Radha (Pillai) faced when they tried to find their first love. fffad4f19a
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